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EDGE INTELLIGENCE - SUBSCRIBER ANALYTICS 
ANALYTICAL INSIGHTS FOR COMMUNICATION SERVICE PROVIDERS 

 

Gain real-time business insights by correlating and analyzing data from millions of subscribers.  
A turnkey application architected to meet the most demanding performance and scale 

requirements of network operators.    
 

THE CHALLENGE 

    Communication Service Providers are at 

a critical juncture.  To maximize profits, 

they need analytics which can provide a 

deep understanding of their subscriber 

base.  Analytics can increase profits 

throughout the entire customer lifecycle – 

for tiered-usage plans, self-service support, 

OTT services, upgrades to bigger data plans 

and anticipating churn.  Analytics can help 

with decisions on how to optimize network 

utilization and deploy new capital for 

network build-out.  Data generated from 

subscribers requires instantaneous 

intelligence and ongoing analysis to extract 

maximum value and gain competitive 

advantage. 

    Yet, many network operators continue to 

struggle getting adequate visibility into 

subscriber activities because their 

underlying analytics architectures are 

unable to scale to ingest, correlate, analyze and retain the massive amounts of data that continues to 

grow.  Most analytics solutions available today adopt one or more undesirable attributes: (1) difficult to 

scale at increasingly high network speeds, (2) require invasive probing or real-time port scanning of 

production traffic; (3) create disparate data silos spread across many points deep inside the network 

without a unified view; (4) limit data retention with poor performance when information needs to be 

extracted; and (5) are prohibitively expensive to deploy and manage.  Until now… 
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EDGE INTELLIGENCE – GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED ANALYTICS 

    The industry’s first centrally managed, geographically distributed analytics platform with 

technology that reimagines database design and is always optimized for any type of data with 

fast reporting.  The result – overcoming the constraints associated with big data collection, 

correlation and analysis to provide near real-time intelligence and long-term retention of data 

for even the most demanding use cases.  Sounds complicated?  It’s not. The platform is 

automated, leverages industry standard SQL interfaces and commands and is future proof to 

evolving data requirements.  

 

SUBSCRIBER ANALYTICS FOR CSPs - ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW   

    The turnkey Subscriber Analytics application, built on top of Edge Intelligence’s distributed 

analytics platform, harnesses its architecture to correlate massive amounts of data in real-time, 

query subscriber activity in an instant, and distribute data retention across geographies.  All 

configuration, management and analysis of data is done centrally as though all the data resides 

in a single location.   

    Standard network 

telemetry data (e.g. 

NetFlow and IPFIX) is 

collected passively 

from routers across 

multiple collection 

points.  New 

collection points can 

be added or removed 

with ease as the 

network expands 

such as the addition 

of new DSLAM or 

CMTS locations.  

Multi-facteted 

categorization information including subscriber, domain and application type are collected 

through real-time interfaces to enrich the data in-flight which is then in turn stored across 

geographies and managed by the platform.  Ad-hoc queries and scheduled reports can be run on 

individual subscribers, groups or in aggregate. 
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Ingest – it is common for NetFlow & IPFIX data to be generated at rates of millions of records per second.  The Edge 

Intelligence Platform is capable of consuming vast amounts of data at each collection point with optimized high-

speed data ingest interfaces to acquire data at network speed. 

Correlate – a real-time correlation engine handles the multi-faceted categorization of all packet level flows operating 

at millions of records per second to provide deeper insight.  By leveraging real-time network usage information 

from both DNS address responses and DHCP/Radius lease notifications, event data is enriched with identity and 

categorization information before persisting in local tables.    A highly resilient, messaging & file-based queuing 

scheme immediately persists any collected data and correlates across all sources of data.   

Analyze – stored data is distributed across geographies and pre-optimized for the fastest response to all reporting 

requests even on large datasets exceeding trillions of records with billions of new records being added daily. This 

allows CSPs to deploy anywhere within their network where rack and compute space is available and cost effective.  

The platform is future-proof whereby data can also be stored within public cloud data-centers including AWS, Azure 

and GCP.  Edge Intelligence provides fast performance across the full data analysis spectrum – whether for forensic, 

interactive, time-based analysis, or large-scale analysis of data.  Reporting can be done on any combination of 

categorization over any specified time period.  Ad-hoc reports can be run at any time while regular reports and 

analysis can be scheduled to run on a desired frequency. 

Retain – Edge Intelligence operates using commodity disk storage with a small compute and memory footprint for 

optimal efficiency and the least amount of hardware & cost required for data processing and retention (supports 

NAS & SAN environments).  The system is designed for petabyte scale allowing long-term, granular retention of data 

to provide a holistic view of each subscriber lifecycle.  Data can be automatically aged from the system, or held 

indefinitely, without manual intervention.  All transferred data and at-rest data is encrypted to ensure high levels of 

security. Fine grained privacy controls and user permissions ensure access is made available only to those with 

permission. 
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TRUSTED AND FIELD PROVEN 

Edge Intelligence’s distributed analytics platform is utilized for some of the most demanding and 

security sensitive applications, with hundreds of customers benefiting from distributed analytics 

software.  This includes deployments within network operators, governments and security 

providers to capture, store and analyze data for millions of subscribers.  Edge Intelligence 

production systems today manage over a trillion records with low maintenance supporting many 

petabytes of data. 

 

 

ABOUT US 

Edge Intelligence has developed the industry’s first distributed analytics platform built for both edge computing and hybrid cloud 

environments. Communication providers, enterprises and government entities are able to efficiently store, analyze and process all 

types of data across geographies without physically moving it. Edge Intelligence directly overcomes the challenges that must be 

addressed to instantly realize actionable insight from big data. Customers gain near real-time intelligence from data whether it is 

seconds or years old which is critical to success with their digital transformation efforts. 


